
Club Unite COVID Protocol: To ensure re-opening safely, Club Unite has set the following 
provisions in place. Parents are required to read over the following. We want parents and 
athletes to feel comfortable with our approach to providing a safe training environment. 

Players should take their own temperature prior to attending training. 

All cloth furniture has been removed from the Club facility. At this current time, we are not 
permitting parents/guardians etc... to be in the facility during training however in the event when 
parents are permitted they will need to bring their own lawn chair.

All trash cans have been removed from the Club (other than the restrooms). Players may use 
an individual bag for their trash and take it out with them. Individual bags are located by the front 
door. We are asking that players take their water bottles with them as they leave. 

Players should wear a different pair of shoes into the building (slides, other tennis shoes, flip-
flops, etc.) rather than the shoes she trains in. 

Players are encouraged to use the bathroom prior to training, however, Club Unite’s bathrooms 
are sanitized and available for use. No more than one player at a time permitted in the restroom 
area. Players should spray their area after usage. Mist spray bottles are provided. The player 
will not need to wipe down the area but rather leave the mist to dry. Soap is provided in the 
bathroom for players to wash hands for 20 seconds or more. 

Parents should drive their player up to the door for drop off. For clinics: Coach Shannon or 
Melanie will check-in players from their vehicle or just outside doors. Parents are not permitted 
into our building. Players who drive themselves may check-in just outside the doors prior to 
entering. Players who are attending the facility for team practice should practice the same drop-
off/pick up. Parents are not permitted to walk in and pick up their child.

Upon entering players should look for vacated yellow hash mark to put their belongings on. 
Players will put on vb shoes at their yellow hash mark. Players will leave their water bottle at 
their mark. If a mark has a back-pack on it, that mark is not available. Players should wait on 
their mark until training begins. The marks are spaced apart for safety.

Players must bring their own water bottle. Club Unite has turned off all water fountains but are 
providing free water bottles if the athlete is in need of water. All water breaks will be taken on 
each individual hash mark rather than a group water break. Players should leave their water 
bottle at their hash mark. 

Players will be asked and reminded not to touch their faces nor put their hands in their mouth. 
Players are not required to wear a mask during training.

Players should remain on their yellow hash mark until their parent texts them to let them know 
they are in the parking lot. During a clinic if parents can wait until they are closer to the front 
prior to texting their child. Players should stagger their leave time to prevent mass exit. 

Parents needing to get a message to a player attending a clinic must text Melanie or Shannon 
during the clinic or text the team coach. We will be checking our messages during our water 
breaks.


